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EDSP 557P 
DHH: AUDITORY-VERBAL PRACTICUM 

(3 units) 
Onsite Spring 2010 

 
NOTE:  Read this syllabus very carefully.  You are responsible for following its contents. 

 
Instructor:  Mary McGinnis, Cand PhD, LSLS Cert AVT 
Class Hours:  1:30-6:00 Mondays and Thursdays  

January 4—March 11, 2010 
Finals Week: March 15-19, 2010 

Office Hours:   After class, by appointment at JTC, at home, by phone/fax/e-mail 
 

Home          JTC 
Voice:  626  791-6860       Voice:  213 748-5481 
Fax:  626  791-6886       Fax:  213 749-1651 
Cell:  626  676-4686       TDD:  213 747-2924 
E-mail: mdmcginnis@aol.com     E-mail: mmcginnis@jtc.org 

 
EDSP 557P, DHH: AV Practicum is primarily a laboratory experience in which students apply the information 
learned in the previous course in Auditory-Verbal Principles and the course in speech acoustics.  However, 
content areas from all courses in the Teacher Education Program are involved as well.  The class also 
consists of a lecture component, where students advance their theoretical and practical knowledge of 
speech and auditory assessment, development, and remediation, as well as other topics needed for carrying 
out AVT goals. 
 
The AVT Lab is the student’s mini-classroom, with a class of one child and his/her family per session.  One 
child/family is usually from the JTC Preschool, while the other is usually 6 years or older from another school, 
and includes the family as well.  Older children come from a wide variety of backgrounds.  These children 
present with the kinds of backgrounds that you will encounter in your future teaching positions.  All of the 
children’s parents, however, have chosen the Auditory-Verbal Therapy Lab, because they want their children 
to maximize their use of audition and spoken language. 
 
 
Course Topics 
Preparation is the key to a good lab experience.  Preparation will include writing lesson plans, making 
materials, going to the library for books, researching topics on the internet, practicing assessments or the 
Speechviewer, etc.  The primary goal of the AVT Lab is to allow the student to practice 
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everything he/she needs to know to teach children with hearing loss, including: 
--Assessment in various areas 
--Writing IEP goals/objectives based on assessment results 
--Writing lesson plans in various areas, based on assessments, goals, and objectives: 

  Language, Speech, Auditory, and Cognitive Skills 
  Social Studies, Science, Preliteracy, Literacy, and Math, as appropriate 

--Writing reports for professionals and parents 
--Designing an appropriate learning environment 
--Practicing Diagnostic Teaching 
--Using a variety of appropriate teaching materials and teaching strategies 
--Using a variety of appropriate behavior management strategies 
--Collecting and using a variety of appropriate resources to enhance teaching 
--Interacting in a professional manner with ancillary personnel  
--Guiding parents in an empathetic, supportive, and nonjudgmental manner 
--Reflection on and evaluation of ones’ own teaching  
 

Required Textbooks: 
You are responsible for the all of the content in all of these books, whether any readings are assigned in them 

or not. Other assigned readings/videos will be distributed as needed. 
 
Ling, D.  1976.  Speech and the hearing-impaired child.  Washington, DC: A.G. Bell Association. 
 
Ling, D.  1988.  Foundations of spoken language for hearing-impaired children.  Washington, DC: A.G. Bell. 
 
Ling, D. 1977.  Schedules of development in audition, speech, language, and communication for hearing-

impaired infants and their parents.  Washington, DC:  A.G. Bell Association. 
 
Ling, D. & North, S.  2009.  Ling speech cards.  Los Angeles, CA: John Tracy Clinic. 
 
Stein, D., Benner, G., Hoversten, G., McGinnis, M., Thies, T.  1979.  Auditory skills curriculum.  Portland, 

Oregon: Foreworks. 
 
Grading Criteria: 
The course grade is weighted as follows: 
 
50% Preparation 
 Assessed by: 

Lesson Plans 
Recordkeeping (Children’s Notebooks) 
Professional Report Writing (Elementary Child) 
Professional Presentations (Case Study and Parent Class Presentation) 
Quizzes 
Homework 
Class Participation and Discussion 

50% Professional Behavior and AVT Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes 
 Assessed by: 

Ongoing and final evaluations (AG Bell AVT Teaching Behaviors Checklist) 
Videotaping of AVT session(s) 
Self-evaluation of videotape(s) (AG Bell AVT Teaching Behaviors Checklist) 
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Grading Scale: 
A        95-100% 
A-       90-94 
B+      87-89 
B        83-86 
B-       80-82 
C+      77-79 
C        73-76 
C-       70-72 
D+      67-69 
D        63-66 
D-       60-62 
F        0-59 
 
Goals and Objectives 
Student will implement a diagnostic teaching program for a preschool and an elementary-school-age deaf 
child and their families.  The student will: 
 
1. Demonstrate best practice in audiological management of children with hearing loss, including (at 

least): 
• Plotting child's aided, unaided thresholds 
• Determining appropriate fitting thresholds for device 
• Daily monitoring of auditory devices & child responses 
• Daily troubleshooting of auditory devices 
• Choosing appropriate sense modality for teaching 

 
2. Demonstrate ability to administer and interpret formal/informal assessments, including (at least): 

• Ling Phonetic Level Evaluation 
• Test of Auditory Comprehension/Auditory Skills Curriculum 

 
3. Demonstrate ability to plan and execute a diagnostic teaching program in at least the areas below: 

• Auditory functioning 
• Phonetic and phonologic level speech 
• Language content, form, and function 

 
4. Demonstrate ability to choose appropriate objectives, based on assessments, and ability to write 

appropriate lesson plans. 
 
5. Demonstrate ability to organize an inviting, child-centered, educational environment. 
 
6. Demonstrate appropriate behavior management techniques. 
 
7. Demonstrate use of various media in teaching, including (as applicable): 

• Speech Viewer III 
• Computer games 

 
8. Demonstrate appropriate parent counseling and parent education techniques. 
 
9. Demonstrate professional writing skills in lesson plans and reports. 
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10. Demonstrate ability to gather pertinent information on subjects from various resources, including the 
internet. 

Course Requirements 
1. Attendance 
 Since the class is a lab, attendance at every session, for the entire time of each session, is mandatory.  
There is no way to make-up practicum with a child/family.  If you miss more than two classes (which must be 
excused absences documented by a doctor's note), you will receive a grade of F in the course.   
 
2. Lesson Plans 
 The AVT Lab consists of working with one JTC child/family & one elementary-age child/family.  Parents 
have made great sacrifices to attend the AVT Lab.  They have arranged transportation, child care, changing 
work schedules, etc.  You will show them that you respect their sacrifices by presenting them with a well-
prepared lesson. 

Lesson plans for each child must be approved by me before they are taught.  No exceptions.  You 
must turn in lesson plans each week, even if your child was absent and I have already graded your lesson 
plans.  You will receive a grade for every week’s lesson plans.  Without an approved lesson plan for each 
child, you will not be allowed to teach, and you will receive an F for that day (counted as an unexcused 
absence).  Lesson plans for both Monday and Thursday are due in my e-mail or on my desk by 9:00 am on 
the Monday before the week they are taught.  That’s one whole week in advance of teaching.  I will return 
them to you if you need to make any revisions.  You will revise the plan for teaching by Monday. 

Your booth must be ready on the first day of AVT Lab, including all the décor and teaching supplies, 
down to the smallest detail, or you will not be allowed to teach and will receive an F for each day not taught 
until it is ready.   

All work for the course must be computer-generated.  After your plans are approved, make two copies 
of your plans:  1) one must be pinned up in the observation room for me, 2) a revised copy in the child’s 
notebook for you. 
 
3. Child Notebooks 
 You will keep a well-organized, neat, tabbed notebook on each child.  It will consist of all information 
gathered on the child as well as all lesson plans.  These are to be kept in your booth at all times, for your 
reference and for mine.  Each lesson plan (with revisions) will be kept in its separate section so you (and I) 
can flip to it when you teach that lesson.  Notebooks must be kept organized, up to date, and available for me 
to see in your booth at all times. 
 
4. Organizing the Educational Environment 
 Each student is responsible for setting up the AVT booth in a visually-stimulating, educational manner, 
appropriate for the activities that will be carried out with each child/family.  Elaborate decorations are not 
required. 
 
5. Final Report for Elementary Child 
 A final report, written in a professional manner, will be computer-generated for each elementary child 
(not JTC), and approved by me before being mailed to the child’s parents.  It is due the Monday of final exam 
week. 
 

General Information 
 
1. ATTENDANCE 
 Since this is a lab class.  Your participation is your grade, and attendance is mandatory.  Two 
absences will result in an automatic F in the class.  If a graduate student cannot come to class, he/she must 
call Mary McGinnis, as well as the family scheduled for AVT Lab ASAP.  Families come from 
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long distances and must not be inconvenienced in any way by a student’s absence.  Always have a copy of 
your families’ contact information with you at home. 
 
2. CHILD/FAMILY ABSENCES 
 If your tutee/family is absent, you are required to observe the other graduate students, and to write a 
one-page report on what you observed, and what you learned.  Talking in the observation room is to be 
avoided, either with other students or relatives of the children.  If children’s relatives in the observation room 
try to engage you in conversation, politely inform them that you have an assignment to complete while 
observing. 
 
3. PARENT PARTICIPATION AND CONFERENCES 
 Design lessons so that you are actively guiding parents to interact effectively with their child at all 
times.   

While you will be guiding parents throughout each session, during each activity, you may need to set 
aside time to conference with parents briefly on some days.  Always have something quiet to engage the child 
(book, puzzle, play-doh, etc.) in that case. 
 Always begin by asking the parent to assess how things are going.  Prepare specific comments on 
child's progress, goals, and activities for parents to work on as "homework" to reinforce your teaching goals.     
 Always respond to parents with positive statements, even if what you have to say might be construed 
as negative.  Parent conferences include positive comments about the child, his/her learning and behavior, as 
well as helpful suggestions for home follow-up on speech, listening, and language. 
 Remember that most parent questions arise from FEELINGS about their child, not from a desire for 
information.  Even if the request appears to be informational, there is ALWAYS a FEELING FOCUS attached 
to it.  Assume EVERY question has a feeling attached to it, and respond to those feelings with a feeling-
focused statement on your part. 
 
4. CLASS SCHEDULE 
 Class begins at 1:30.  All your preparation must be done before class begins.  That means all 
materials must be gathered and prepared before class begins.  You must have all materials ready to teach 
both of your students before class begins.  You will store each activity for each child in a colorful gift bag 
ready to bring out at the appropriate time.  You will purchase large gift bags for this purpose. 
 The general schedule for class is as follows: 
 1:30-2:30  Lecture 
 2:30-3:30  First AVT Session 
 3:30-3:45  Feedback in observation booth 
 3:45-4:00  Break/Preparation 
 4:00-5:00  Second AVT Session 
 5:00-6:00  Feedback in class or individually 
 
5. AVT SESSION SCHEDULE 
 A sample schedule for the first AVT Session follows: 
 2:30/4:00  Meet child/parents in Demonstration Home waiting room 
 10 minutes  Guide parent to check auditory devices/listening check 
 5 minutes  Guide parent in conversation through audition 
 10 minutes  Guide parent in listening activity 
 5 minutes  Guide parent in speech targets 
 15 minutes  Guide parent in language/science experience 
 5 minutes  Guide parent in song/fingerplay/book through audition 

5 minutes  Reinforcement chart 
 3:25   Escort child/family outside 
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 AVT sessions must begin and end promptly, so that the class schedule is on time.  That means you will 
need to walk the parents outside and leave them exactly at the appointed end time. 
 
6. SPONGE ACTIVITIES 
 Sponge activities (a la Madeline Hunter/UCLA) are activities that you keep “in your back pocket” ready 
to pull out without any planning to make good use of extra time whenever it occurs.  It means you are 
ALWAYS teaching, whether you are walking from one place to another, or waiting for me to come and help 
you in the lesson, or whatever. 
 Use wait time to do a sensorimotor activity (walking backwards, etc) or a Madeline Hunter Sponge 
Activity.  Just don't allow the activity to add more time to your session so that other objectives don’t get met! 
 Have a list of sponge activities typed out and available for instant access. 
 If you happen to finish all your activities early, you MUST keep the child for the full session, so sponge 
activities are essential. 
 
7. STIMULATING EDUCATION ENVIRONMENT 
 Your booth should be decorated in a visually-stimulating way.  This is your mini-classroom.  The child 
should WANT to be in there simply because it's so inviting to look at.  Your bulletin board should be visually 
appealing, but beyond that, it should teach something related to your language content, or speech, or 
listening, or whatever.  If we had more time, your child would be involved in setting it up, but we only have a 
short time, so you will do it without child input. 
 Your booth comes with an open cupboard, a trash can, a table, a large chair for you, a medium 
wooden chair for the elementary child, and a smaller wooden chair for the younger child.  You may move the 
furniture around, tape things to the walls and mirrors and doors (masking tape ONLY), and hang things from 
the ceiling.  You may add real plants, flowers, or animals, or other accessories, learning charts on your theme 
from educational supply stores, etc.  Get  my approval first.   
 
8. LAB TOYS 
 There are lab toys that are for your use stored in the lab cupboards.  At the beginning of the semester, 
you need to familiarize yourself with all of the toys, and reorganize them, if necessary, so that you will know 
what is available for your AVT sessions.  You will also need to create a check-out system for the toys so that 
there are no conflicts among grads.  If you plan to use a toy, it must go with your lesson plan goals/objectives, 
and you must check it out in advance, so there are no last minute rushes or disappointments.  Discuss your 
lesson plans with the group at every opportunity, so you can rotate toys as needed.  Materials preparation and 
gathering are done outside of class time. 
 
9. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT 
 You will create a chart of rules for AVT lab that each child will follow as part of your Behavior 
Management Program.  It will set up your expectations for the child's behavior when in your AVT session.  
Behavior management is one of the MOST IMPORTANT skills you will learn in AVT Lab, because, without it, 
NO learning takes place. 
 You will also create a reinforcement system as part of your Behavior Management Program.  It will be 
a visual/tangible reward system (stickers, toys, etc.) to reinforce your rules. 
 One of the most important rules for your children is wearing their auditory devices.  You will ask each 
parent to carry a pack of fresh batteries, so no time is lost in learning.   
 
10. FIRST CONTACT WITH CHILD AND FAMILY 
 Your first contact with the family will be on the first day they arrive.  I will have made all the prior 
arrangements.  You will introduce yourself, and review information about AVT Lab with the parent briefly.  Be 
friendly and enthusiastic, and very professional.  Don't provide too much detail--just an 
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introduction to the lab, such as schedule, hours, dates, and general content areas (language, speech, and 
listening).  You will continue your work with interpreters, should your family be more comfortable in another 
language. 
 Explain the Principles of Auditory-Verbal Therapy with the parent.  We have the handout in English 
and in Spanish. 
 Tell them what assessments you plan on doing, and ask if they have had these assessments recently, 
and ask for a copy to be brought if they have one.  Tell them that you will write a final report at the end of 
tutoring lab, which you will mail to them. 
 Then request the following, if available: 

1. Pack of fresh batteries be carried by parent at all times (required) 
2. The most current audiogram, and tympanogram, if available 
3. Any electroacoustic analysis, and/or CI map, if available 
4. IEP, or other school reports, if available 

You'll make copies of these and return them. 
 Ask them about the Interest Inventory so you will know about any toys, TV shows, characters, etc. 
that the child is interested in.  Use this information to help plan motivating lessons.  Ask for information listed 
on the Auditory Device Form and fill it out with them.  This MUST be done during the first meeting, since 
audition is the basis for AVT Lab. 
 Remind them that the focus of AVT Lab is their child, and, if possible, arrangements should be made to 
care for other children outside AVT Lab.  Remind them that sick children should be kept at home (with any of 
the following symptoms:  fever, runny nose, congestion, coughing, or rash).  Remind them to call if they're late 
or not coming.  They should call and leave a message for MARY MCGINNIS at the front desk as soon as they 
know they are not coming.  They must also call me on my cell phone:  626 676-4686.  Provide them with a 
little card with my cell phone number on it during the first meeting.  You will follow up any absence with a call 
to the parents, asking about their circumstances. 
 
11. NOTEBOOKS 
 Prepare a 3-ring binder for each child.  Dividers are needed for these sections: 
 a. General info  

This includes any info from parents, including the intake form, interest inventory, copies of IEP’s 
or other reports any notes you make on general info, etc. 

 b. Audiology 
This includes the child's Auditory Device Form (which must be filled out during the first 
session so you know the setting on the child’s device), audiogram, tympanogram, 
electroacoustic analysis, CI map, Ling Six Sound Check Form (which must be filled out daily), 
child’s audiogram transferred to the Everything Audiogram. 

 c. Speech lesson plans 
  This includes each Speech Sheet for each target using Speech Sheet Form. 
 d. Auditory lesson plans 
  This includes your lesson plans using the Auditory Skills Curriculum Form. 

e. Science lesson plan 
This includes the Taba lesson plan for each activity you plan and the script of what you say and 
what you expect the child to say, based on your assessment of his language level, which will 
specify the linguistic concepts/structures to reinforce. 

 f. Reports 
This includes the weekly reports you write for the JTC child, and any reports from the child’s 
parents. 

 
 Lesson plans must be kept in your notebook for your use, as well as posted in the 
observation room for the supervisor and other relatives.   
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12. LESSON PLANS 
 Lesson plans must be computer-generated, using the various forms designated, and must include the 
following turned in each week for each child/family: 

a. Session Grid 
b. Assessment and Objectives Summary 

 c. Speech:  Speech sheets for each target 
 d. Audition:  Activities using Auditory Skills Curriculum format 

e.  Science/Language:  Taba lesson format and scripts of what you and child say 
 

 Your Session Grid for the week shows in brief form the lessons for each area, so you and I can see 
the week’s lessons at a glance.  The Assessment and Objectives Summary shows the results of 
assessments and the objectives chosen based on the assessments.  These are separate forms. 
 
13. GOALS 
 Goals for each area are as follows: 
 a. SCIENCE:  The goal is to build both conceptual learning in the area of science and language 
through curriculum content.  Examples: 

* Vocabulary: insect, butterfly, larvae, caterpillar, metamorphosis, etc. 
* Syntax: present progressive tense:  The larva is changing. 

     simple past tense:   The larva changed. 
  Science activities should build over time to develop higher-level thinking skills, using retrieval 
charts and comparison charts.  Activities must be short, and clearly demonstrate the conceptual fact you are 
trying to get across.  The way you phrase your questions determines the type of syntactic structure you elicit 
from the child.  One session of the week will be devoted to introducing a language goal through a science 
activity, while the other session will be devoted to an activity, such as a game, where the structure is 
reinforced. 
 b. SPEECH:  The goal is to get the child to achieve automaticity in speech targets.  Targets and 
subskills are chosen from the PLE you do with the child.  After plotting your child's audiogram on the 
Everything Audiogram, be sure you know which sense modality to use with each target, based on what 
formants the speech target has, and what formants your child can hear.  Look over the elicitation and subskill 
strategies, and have any prompts ready (feathers, straw, picture cards, song cards, etc.).  You must rehearse 
each strategy at home with an adult.  You will need about 4 targets, including phonetic and phonologic targets.  
Use the Green Ling, White Ling, Speech Cards, Ling videos, and Planbook for ideas.  Be sure to have 
some phonologic carryover ideas for parents.   

You will be required to use the SpeechViewer III and a computer game at least once to practice a 
speech or auditory target with your child.  You will practice the programs yourself as homework outside of 
class time, and determine how to set up the target for your child. You must practice the target yourself on the 
SpeechViewer or computer before you do it with your child. 
 c. LISTENING:  The goals here are to improve your child's discrimination, memory-sequencing, 
and figure-ground abilities.  You will choose goals based on the TAC results.  (Be sure you have practiced the 
entire test with an adult at least once just prior to giving it in Lab.)  Some children will have goals in all three 
areas, some only in discrimination and figure-ground.  The idea is to have a discrimination or memory-
sequencing goal to work on until the child feels comfortable enough to try it in various figure-ground conditions 
(adding distance, and with various dB levels of competing noise, etc.).   

You can only work on one auditory strand in one AVT session because time is so short.  So you'll have 
to rotate each session among discrimination, memory-sequencing, and figure-ground.  (The auditory feedback 
strand goals are carried out through your speech targets.)  Ideas for activities can come from ASIPS (brown 
notebook) and ASIPS Preschool (beige notebook in library), DASL, SPICE, CHATS, 
Northcott Curriculum Guide, Estabrooks’ Auditory Verbal Therapy, computer games, 
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internet resources, etc.  Integrating auditory activities with your language/science content is preferred, if 
possible. 

d. SPONGE ACTIVITIES: The goal is to make every minute count educationally.  These should 
be fun and educational, expanding the child's skills in various areas (math, sensorimotor, etc.).  Ideas can 
come from the handout on sponge activities, etc. 
 e. SONGS:  These help build rhythm, rate, and intonation for natural-sounding speech.  They 
could go along with the science theme, but don't have to.  Make song pages to create a song book as needed, 
and a handout with pictures and words so it can be sent home with the child. 
 f. BOOKS:  Books develop attending and listening skills, narrative structure, pre-literacy and 
literacy, math concepts, etc.  They should relate to the science content, if possible. 
 g.  CENTERPEICE ARTIFACT: The videotape of one hour-long session of auditory-verbal therapy 
accompanied by the supporting lesson plans for the session and a self-evaluation using the Auditory-Verbal 
Teaching Behaviors Checklist. 
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AVT Lab CALENDAR 
 

Spring 2010 
 

Wk Monday 

1:30-6:00 

Thursday 

1:30-6:00 

1 Jan 4 

Lecture/Prep 

Jan 7 

Lecture/Prep 

2 Jan 11 

Lecture/Prep 

Jan 14 

Lab #1 

3 Jan 18 

JTC Closed 

Jan 19 

Lab #2 

4 Jan 25 

Lab #3 

Jan 28 

Lab #4 

5 Feb 1 

Lab #5 

Feb 4 

Lab #6 

6 Feb 8 

Lab #7 

Feb 11 

Lab #8 

7 Feb 15 

JTC Closed 

Feb 18 

Lab #9 

8 Feb 22 

Lab #10 

Feb 25 

Lab #11 

9 Mar 1 

Lab #12 

Mar 4 

Lab #13 

10 Mar 8 

Lab #14 

Mar 11 

Lab #15 

11 Final Exams/Projects Week 

Make-Up AVT Sessions 

Final Exams/Projects Week 

Make-Up AVT Sessions 

Total Hours of AVT:      30 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
Assignments for AVT Lab do not include all work that is necessary to conduct your AVT session with your two 
families.  As with any teaching job, you are expected to prepare lesson plans and create teaching materials by 
researching the subjects you will be teaching outside of class.  This will require outside reading not specifically 
assigned below.  You will need to research your science content, for example, in preparing your science 
lessons, research elicitation strategies for a particular speech target, read another auditory skills curriculum for 
lesson ideas, and practice on the Speech Viewer, etc.  This preparation is your responsibility to initiate and 
complete outside of class. 
 
All Session Grids, Assessment and Objective Summaries, and Lesson Plans are due the Monday before the 
week you will be teaching them.  That’s one week in advance, so I can review them and you can make 
revisions. 
 
Wk Due Date Assignment Due 

(Other assignments will be required as needed) 
1 TH    Jan 7 Rules/reinforcement chart, rewards, sponges, notebooks, booths completed 
2 M      Jan 11 Science lesson plans/activities for all sessions 
 TH    Jan 14 Session 1: Assess children on PLE or TAC & collect language samples 
3 Sun  Jan 17 

12:00 pm 
IEP Objectives for children based on PLE/TAC or ISP 
All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Weeks 3 and 4: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 

 TH     Jan 21 Session 2: Finish assessing children on PLE or TAC & collecting language samples 
4 M       Jan 25 All Lesson Plans for Week 5: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
  Session 3: Begin formal language assessment on elementary child 
 TH     Jan 28 Session 4: Finish formal language assessment on elementary child 
5 M       Feb 1 All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Week 6: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
6 M       Feb 8 All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Week 7: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
7 M       Feb 15 All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Week 8: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
8 M       Feb 22 All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Week 9: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
9 M       Mar 1 All Grids, Summaries, Plans for Week 10: Science/Language, Speech, Auditory 
10 M       Mar 8 Draft report on Elementary Child 
11 M       Mar 15 Final Report on Elementary Child 
  AVT Make-Up Sessions 
 TH     Mar 18 AVT Make-Up Sessions 
 F        Mar 19 Mail graded/approved Final Report to Elementary Child’s Family 
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ASSESSMENTS AND OBJECTIVES SUMMARY 
OLDER CHILD 

 
Child:____________________________________Age:_____________Grad:_____________ 
 
LANGUAGE 
Vocabulary-- # Receptive Words:     # Expressive Words 
Representative Sample: 
 
 
 
Syntactic Structures Acquired: 
 
 
 
Syntactic Structures Objectives: 
 
 
 
AUDITORY 
Screening Task Level Passed (#/Title): 
Highest Subtest Passed (#/Title): 
Subtests Failed (#/Title): 
 
Auditory Skills Mastered (attach Auditory Skills Strands) 
 
Auditory Objectives: 
Discrimination: 
 
 
Memory-Sequencing: 
 
 
Figure-Ground: 
 
 
SPEECH 
PLE Results (attach PLE) 
Phonetic/Phonologic Targets (from IEP or observation) 
Suprasegmentals: 
 
 
Vowels/Diphthongs: 
 
 
Consonants: 
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ASSESSMENTS AND OBJECTIVES SUMMARY 
PRESCHOOL CHILD 

 
Child:____________________________________Age:_____________Grad:_____________ 
 
LANGUAGE 
Vocabulary-- # Receptive Words:     # Expressive Words 
Representative Sample: 
 
 
 
Syntactic Structures Acquired: 
 
 
 
Syntactic Structures Objectives: 
 
 
 
 
AUDITORY 
Auditory Skills Mastered (attach Auditory Skills Strands with objectives checked off) 
 
Auditory Objectives: 
Discrimination: 
 
 
Memory-Sequencing: 
 
 
Figure-Ground: 
 
 
 
SPEECH 
PLE Results (attach PLE) 
 
PLE Targets (from IEP) 
Suprasegmentals: 
 
 
Vowels/Diphthongs: 
 
 
Consonants: 
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AVT Lab Tasks 

 
Forms/Materials 

Maintain reference materials in booth IPA Key, Consonant Grid, Vowel Wheel, Everything 
Audiogram, PLE Step Targets, Green Ling, White 
Ling, Speech Cards 

Maintain updated records Child’s Notebook 
Maintain updated contact information on family Parent Contact Form 
Maintain contact between home/school Contact info for Mary McGinnis and for student 
Maintain updated device information/settings Auditory Device Form 
Discuss child’s interests with parents Child Interest Inventory 
Create/maintain positive behavior management Behavior Management Charts 
Discuss assessments & consent with parents Assessment Consent Form 
Assess child’s phonetic speech Phonetic Level Evaluation of Speech (PLE) Form 
Assess child’s auditory skills Test of Auditory Comprehension (TAC) Form 
Assess communication, listening, speech, language Ling Schedules of Development 
Summarize week’s lessons for each child/family Session Grid 
Summarize child’s functioning and targets Assessment & Objectives Summary 
Create language-through-content lesson plans Taba Science/Language Lesson Plan Form 
Create complete speech sheets for each target Speech Sheet Form 
Create complete auditory lesson plans ASC Lesson Plan Form 
Capitalize on incidental teaching Sponge Activities List 
Build DIP and language Song Book 
Build phonetic repertoire Vocal Play Book 
Coach parents to plot child’s thresholds 
Coach parents to determine child’s auditory capacity 
Coach parents to determine if device is appropriate 

Everything Audiogram 

Coach parents to monitor devices Ling Six Sound Record Form 
Teach to AVT principles Principles of Auditory Verbal Therapy 
Recognize difference between AVT and AVEd Principles of Auditory Verbal Education 
Coach parents in evaluating their services How to Evaluate Your Child’s AVT: A Parent’s Guide 
Coach parents in best practices in assessment Recommended Protocol for Audiological Assessment  
Coach parents in AV theory and practice Research Support for AV Practice 
Self-evaluate AVT teaching behaviors AVT Teaching Behaviors Checklist 
Create professional report Final Report Template 
Maintain signed log of AVT hours Signed Log of AVT Hours (after each session) 
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USD Policy Statements 

 

Academic Integrity 
All members of the University community share the responsibility for maintaining an environment of academic 
integrity since academic dishonesty is a threat to the University. Acts of academic dishonesty include: a) 
unauthorized assistance on an examination; b) falsification or invention of data; c) unauthorized collaboration 
on an academic exercise; d) plagiarism; e) misappropriation of resource materials; f) any unauthorized access 
of an instructor’s files or computer account; or g) any other serious violation of academic integrity as 
established by the instructor.  
 
It is the responsibility of the instructor to determine whether a violation has occurred. An act of academic 
dishonesty may be either a serious violation, or, if unintentional, an infraction (a non-serious violation of course 
rules). If the instructor determines that an infraction (as opposed to a serious violation) has occurred, the 
instructor can impose penalties that may include: a) reduction in grade; b) withdrawal from the course; c) 
requirement that all or part of the course be retaken; and d) a requirement that additional work be undertaken 
in connection with the course or exercise. Students may formally challenge the instructor’s determination of 
infraction (see below).  
 
Instructors shall report all violations, whether, infractions or serious violations, both to the Dean’s office and 
the student using the Academic Integrity Violation Preliminary Worksheet. The Associate Dean will contact the 
student and ensure she or he is aware of the Academic Integrity policy. The Associate Dean will appoint a 
hearing committee only when: 1) the instructor reports that a serious violation occurred, or 2) the instructor 
reports that an infraction occurred and the student wishes to appeal the determination of infraction.  
 
The hearing committee will include, in addition to the Associate Dean, a faculty member and two students from 
the School of Leadership and Education Sciences, and a faculty member from outside the School of 
Leadership and Education Sciences. If the hearing committee determines that a serious violation has occurred 
it also will determine sanctions to be applied which may include: a) expulsion from the University; b) 
suspension from the University for up to one year; c) a letter of censure; and d) imposition of a period of 
probation. If the hearing committee determines an infraction has occurred the penalty imposed by the faculty 
member will be upheld. If the hearing committee determines that no serious violation or infraction has 
occurred, it will request the instructor to take action consistent with that determination. If the hearing 
committee determines that expulsion is the appropriate sanction the student may appeal to the Provost. 
 
Grade of Incomplete 
The grade of “Incomplete” ("I") may be recorded to indicate that the requirements of a course have been 
substantially completed, but, for a legitimate reason, a small fraction of the work remains to be completed; and 
that the record of the student in the course justifies the expectation that he or she will complete the work and 
obtain a passing grade by the deadline. It is the student's responsibility to explain to the instructor the reasons 
for non-completion of the work and to request an “Incomplete” grade prior to the posting of final grades. The 
instructor should discuss with the student the conditions and deadline for completion, whenever possible, and 
should document the conditions and deadline using the Petition for Grade of Incomplete. The “Incomplete” 
grade is not counted in the computation of the grade point average, nor is credit earned for the 
semester/session for which the grade was authorized.  
 
Students who receive a grade of “Incomplete” must submit all missing work no later than the end of the tenth 
week of the next regular semester; otherwise, the "I" grade will be counted as an "F". (Students who receive a 
grade of “Incomplete” in the spring semester need to complete their work by the tenth week 
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of the fall semester.) A faculty member assigning a grade of “Incomplete” will complete a Petition for Grade of 
Incomplete, indicating the reason for the “Incomplete”, and attach a copy of the form to the grade roster when 
turning in grades. A copy of this form will be placed in the student’s file. Disqualification or Scholastic 
Probation may be the result if the work is not finished within the posted deadlines and the “Incomplete” turns 
into an “F.”  
 
Students receiving financial aid should be aware that taking an “Incomplete” grade may affect their 
eligibility for financial aid by their failure to earn the appropriate amount of credit within a year. When 
the work is completed, a Removal of Incomplete or Change of Grade form will be completed by the 
instructor and signed by the Assistant Dean. One copy is then placed in the student’s file and the 
original is sent to the Registrar. 
 
Student Dismissal 
Students may be dismissed from the Graduate Programs in the School of Leadership and Education Sciences 
for the following reasons:  
1. Violations of academic integrity.  
2. Failure to maintain established grade point average of 3.0 for all coursework.  
3. Failure to make satisfactory academic progress toward their degree.  
4. Failure to complete time limits for degree.  
5. Failure to make satisfactory progress in the development of academic and practitioner skills.  
6. Violations of Ethics Code(s) as established by applicable field of study and program area.  
7. Violations of USD policies and the Student Code of Rights and Responsibilities, including academic 
dishonesty and plagiarism, as listed in the Student Handbook which is published online at 
http://www.sandiego.edu/archways.  
8. Failure to maintain cooperative relationships with other students and/or faculty or failure to maintain 
satisfactory delivery of services to clients during fieldwork, including, but not limited to: internships, student 
teaching, practicum or service learning.  
 
Requests for Accommodation 
Reasonable accommodations in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act will be made for course 
participants with disabilities who require specific instructional and testing modifications.  Students with such 
requirements must identify themselves to the University of San Diego Disability Services Office 
(619.260.4655) before the beginning of the course.  Every effort will be made to accommodate students’ 
needs, however, performance standards for the course will not be modified in considering specific 
accommodations.  
 

 
A complete listing of USD academic policies may be found at: 

 
http://www.sandiego.edu/soles/documents/2009-2010LT_Handbook.pdf 

 

http://www.sandiego.edu/soles/documents/2009-2010LT_Handbook.pdf
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